Introduction
Growing environmental, social, and ethical concerns and increased awareness of the effects of food production and consumption on the natural environment have led to increased pressure from consumer organizations, environmental advocacy groups, policy makers, and several consumer groups on agro-food companies to deal with the sustainability of their supply chains. Interest in sustainability of supply chains has grown over the last decade. Achieving sustainability entails reaching a balance of economic growth, environmental protection and social conditions. Therefore, a sustainable supply chain refers to the ways in which organizational innovations and policies in supply chain management are considered in the context of sustainable development [46] , [1] . It is imperative to consider sustainability in agro-food supply chain, since it relates to marked environmental and social impacts. In 2010, the International Resource Panel of the United Nations Environment Programme found that agriculture and food consumption are two of the most important drivers of environmental pressures including habitat change, climate change, water use and toxic emissions [32] .
Most of the current research focuses on the improvement of individual firms or processes rather than the design of an entire supply chain. Although considerable effort has been put into researching efficiency and economic performance measures, there is very little research available concerning the influence of all three dimensions of sustainability and decisions on agro-food supply, which could, in turn, offer managers the prescriptive models required to create a sustainable agro-food supply chain. Some of the more rigorous attempts at Sustainable Supply Chain Management (SSCM) modeling have been conducted in 'closing--loop' or reverse logistics literature [19] . Yet, much of that literature has focused on cost-based measures or traditional financial metrics optimization, e.g. revenue generation or cost reduction. Interestingly, in many of these models, environmental measures play a minor role, if any, to operational and financial measures [63] . Some other research efforts have started to narrow the gaps in formal modeling literature by investigating specific aspects of SSCM [22] , [58] . Such modeling efforts are limited, not because of the insignificance of the work but because of the complexities involved in SSCM.
Agro-food supply chain network design becomes more challenging when sustainability is embraced in the traditional economic-oriented models. One of the main challenges in this context is the broad range of influencing factors associated with sustainability that need to be considered, many of which could not be fully integrated or measured in single step optimization problems. To achieve this goal, synergies must be created between economic growth, environmental protection and social conditions, with a multidisciplinary scientific and technical approach. Although there has been some work done to identify the attributes of sustainability in agro-food supply chain, little effort has been offered to come up with a holistic framework.
This paper intends to address this gap. Indeed, very few papers so far have considered all three dimensions of sustainability in designing an agro-food supply chain using an optimization approach. Decision-making tools and techniques can help organizations make more effective and informed sustainable agro-food supply-chain design decisions. To help advance this research and further integrate sustainability into agro-food supply chain network modeling, this research proposes a two-stage hybrid solution methodology. First, this will perform a partner selection of an agro-food supply chain with a number of sustainability indicators (Stage I), and second this will formulate a mathematical model with multiple objective functions to optimize the design of the supply chain, and generate a Pareto frontier to aid users in making decisions (Stage II). To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to take into consideration water footprint, CO2 footprint and the number of jobs created along with economic cost in terms of multi-objective optimization for designing sustainable four echelons supply chains. Furthermore, this research investigates the application of the proposed method using an illustrative case study to show the efficiency and effectiveness of our approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a systematic review of operational research tools and methods for the design of sustainable supply chains is presented.
From a performance perspective, we make a distinction between papers focusing on a single criterion and papers that focus on multiple criteria. Section 3 then presents the hybrid two-stage approach to design the sustainable agro-food supply chain. A multi-criteria decision-making method is presented in the first stage, followed by an introduction of the mathematical formulations and the solution method of the second stage. Section 4 presents a case study of an agro-food supply chain to illustrate the application of the proposed methodology. Managerial implications are also discussed in this section. Finally, the paper concludes with a note about future research in section 5.
Background and literature review

Sustainable Agro-Food Supply Chains
Despite the agro-food sector's importance for the development of any economy, its supply chains have received little attention in the literature. One of the main reasons for this neglect may be characteristics of agro-food products and processes. Agro-food supply chains are complex systems involving multiple firms usually working together within specific industry sectors to satisfy an increasingly globalized market demand for food products. Recently, consumers have become more inquisitive and there is growing concern over food attributes such as quality, integrity, safety, diversity and sustainability. To meet these requirements, companies have begun to incorporate sustainability concerns in the management of their operations in line with corporate social responsibility [26] [27] [28] . Thus, the design and management of agro-food supply chains has become extremely important in determining where a competitive advantage could be gleaned for the companies and/or industries involved [14] . The agro-food supply chain refers to a series of activities from production to distribution that brings agricultural or horticultural products from the farm to the kitchen table. The roles in an agro-food supply chain usually include the sectors responsible for producing the raw materials (farmers), processing and transforming raw materials into products, and ultimately distributing and delivering final products to the final consumers [5] .
As is the case with any supply chain, the agro-foods supply chain is a network of different sectors working together in different processes and activities in order to bring products and services to the market, with the purpose of satisfying client' demands. However, what distinguishes the agrofood supply chain from other supply chains is the importance of indicators such as food quality, safety, weather-related variability and limited shelf life of products [59] . These indicators make the agro-food supply chain more complex and harder to manage than the others.
The network of the supply chain considered in this paper is shown in Figure 1 . This supply chain consists of four levels: suppliers who are farmers, transformer sites, distributor sites, and clients who are retailers. The developed multi-objective linear supply chain model aims to select effective suppliers from a candidate set of suppliers, and to locate a given number of effective transformers, and distributors to satisfy the demands of the client. This is done in order to minimize the overall supply chain cost considering economic, environment, and social aspects, subject to supplier, transformer and distributor capacity constraints. The agro-food industry is one of the biggest users of road freight and the volume of road freight transport is growing constantly (accounting for over 80% of goods moved in the UK), with obvious disadvantages in congestion, safety and pollution. Large Goods Vehicles are responsible for around 25% of the Europe's road transport CO2 emissions [45] .
In EU the food and drink sector contributes to 20%-30% of all environmental impacts [8] .
According to [60] , food systems contribute 19%-29% of global anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, releasing 9,800-16,900 Mega-tones of carbon dioxide equivalent (MtCO2e) in 2008. Concerning water issues, agricultural sector consumes and pollutes approximately 70 % of the global freshwater resources [57] , intensifying global water scarcity [4] .
Moreover, global demand for food is forecast to increase by 50% by 2030 with a consequent increase in demand for resources to produce and transport it, in particular energy and water. This increased demand could have a huge impact on climate change while in turn climate change could have an important influence on the agricultural and food sectors, determining where products are produced and where they have to be transported. Compounded with all this over the longer term could be constraints on water availability and demands for energy to support a growing, wealthier population [45] .
Literature review on analytical models for sustainable supply chain
Sustainability initiatives in organizations can be undertaken at strategic, tactical and operational planning levels of decision-making. These decisions may include sustainable supplier selection [7] , sustainable supply chain network design [23] , sustainable purchasing, sustainable freight transportation, sustainable manufacturing and service provision [25] , and sustainable information technology. Our focus in this research is on the integration of two important issues: sustainable partner selection and optimization of sustainability performance indicators in agro-food supply chain network design. Within this sector, this topic has so far received little attention; therefore, our research represents an early effort in this regard. Before to investigate existing works in the literature dealing with multi-objective methods, we present most relevant works focusing on agro-food supply chain design. According to an excellent literature review given by [53] , few papers addressed design decisions of agro-food supply chains. They stated that despite the significance of strategic decisions and a number of papers that address them within the general supply chain context, the relevant agro-food literature dealing with configuration of agro-food networks is rather limited, probably due to difficulties imposed by the structure and complexity of the relationships of an entire agro-food chain, as well as the incoming uncertainties that characterize this particular type of network. Another finding that can be drawn from the reviewed papers by [52] is that research into agro-food supply chains sustainability has received insufficient attention in literature. For these reasons we decide to review quantitative models dealing with aided decision making methods and tools for supply chain design in the general context.
Single criterion methods
Most relevant research deals with single criterion methods focusing heavily on economic measures in sustainable supply chains. Some of these works transform a sustainable problem into an aggregate single criterion. However, the foundation of sustainability is the triple bottom-line approach that seeks to balance economic, environmental and social dimensions. Therefore, the most important works in the literature dealing with multi-criteria methods for supply chain design in a sustainable context are reviewed.
Supply chain design is a combinatorial optimization problem. The objective of this particular kind of problem is to find an optimal solution from a finite number of feasible solutions. Various approaches such as Branch-and-Bound, Bender Decomposition, and Lagrangian Relaxation [21] have been proposed concerning solving supply chain design problems with financial measures as an objective function taken into consideration. However, most of these methods do not provide feasible solutions when the size of the problem increases. For larger instances, exact methods fail because the size of the solution space increases exponentially with the number of constraints and variables in the network. As a result, the computation time of the exact methods has become impractical in solving real life problems. In these cases, heuristic or meta-heuristic methods can be used to produce near optimal solutions in a reasonable computational time.
[41] proposed a mixed integer programming formulation for multi-commodity, multi-plant, distribution system design problems. The objective is to minimize the total operating costs of the distribution network. The authors presented an efficient heuristic based on the Lagrangian Relaxation method to solve the problem. [17] presented a large-scale network design model for the outbound supply chain of an automotive company. The most important characteristics mentioned in the paper are lead times and choice of transportation mode. To solve this large-scale design model, a Lagrangian heuristic is presented. The algorithm offers excellent solution quality in modest computational time. [4] , [17] , [31] , [44] , [39] , [51] , [36] explicitly applied this method to solve their models. Other works existing in the literature deal with operational and tactical planning of supply chains [48] , [49] , [50] .
[2] and [18] conducted an exhaustive review of the application of planning models in the agrofood supply chain and mainly focused on the models that have been successfully implemented.
Overall, they classified the modeling approaches for agro-food supply chain into deterministic methods such as linear programming, dynamic programming, mixed integer programming, and goal programming, and stochastic methods such as stochastic programming, stochastic dynamic programming, simulation, and risk programming. They concluded that the modeling efforts in agro-food supply is still lagging behind the research aimed at automotive or manufacturing supply chains and highlighted the essence of conducting research in the domain of agro-food supply considering sustainability dimensions.
Most of the abovementioned literature has focused on single cost based measures, or traditional financial metrics, e.g. revenue generation, cost reduction, profit maximization or lead time reduction. In addition, most of these studies also focused on a single activity within the supply chain such as warehousing, production management, inventory optimization or transportation. In the next section, multiple criteria methods used in literature for sustainable supply chain will be discussed.
Multiple criteria methods
In the context of sustainable supply chain, the decision maker likes to consider financial, environmental and social issues simultaneously. Such a relatively new desire transforms the decision-making problem into a Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) problem. Recently, there has been growing pressure on supply chain partners to reduce the levels of their carbon emissions. [47] presented an integrated approach for selecting appropriate suppliers in the supply chain, addressing the carbon emission issue, using fuzzy-AHP and fuzzy multi-objective linear programming. Meanwhile [42] proposed a multi-objective fuzzy mathematical programming model for designing an environmental supply chain under inherent uncertainty of input data with regard to such a problem.
In solving MCDM problems, there are several approaches to finding the Pareto-optimal front of a multi-objective problem. For a comprehensive study of these approaches, readers may refer to [11] . [37] proposed a decision-support tool based on a mixed integer linear model for the design of sugarcane supply chains (SC) considering the minimization of the total supply chain costs and environmental impact. [35] used MILP model and production, distribution, and capacity planning of a global supply chain while considering three objectives: cost, responsiveness and customer service level. The ε-constraint method generates a set of Pareto-optimal solutions. A bi-objective linear programming model was formulated and solved generating the Pareto Frontier and highlighting the trade-off conditions that make the system profitable with low environmental impact [9] , [10] .
[33] constructed a goal programming (GP) model to evaluate and select suppliers. Three goals were considered in the model, namely cost, quality, and delivery reliability. To model a multiobjective decision-making problem aiming to select the best warehouses, [62] combined the AHP and goal programming. [29] employed a GP technique for the supply partner selection problem that was able to achieve multiple goals for different levels of performance of the corresponding attributes.
Weighting methods are also commonly used to solve multi-criteria decision-making problems.
Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) was originally described as the whole process of rating alternatives and weighting criteria. The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method builds on the pair-wise comparison model for determining weights for every unique criterion. AHP was proposed primarily by [43] . [30] presented a waste management problem where Geographical Information Systems (GIS) have been combined with multi-criteria evaluation techniques to take into account public's role in the decision-making process. [54] considered the environmental dimension and included qualitative and quantitative criteria (benefits, opportunities, costs, and risks), in order to assess and to select undesirable facility locations.
[16] proposed a fuzzy systematic approach to extend Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) to solve the supplier selection problem based on supplier profitability, relationship closeness, technological capability, conformance quality, and conflict resolution factors. [65] presented a new TOPSIS approach to select plant locations, where the ratings of various locations for each criterion and the weights of various criteria were assessed using fuzzy linguistic terms.
Grey theory was developed by [15] to study the degree of relationship between various criteria in a MCDM problem and is considered a very useful mathematical tool for dealing with system analysis with limited information. [12] used this method to investigate how energy-induced CO 2 emissions from 34 industries in Taiwan are affected by production, total energy consumption, coal, oil, gas, and electricity use.
[40] presented an Elimination and Choice Translating Reality (ELECTRE) III method to select the best sites for a waste-disposal plant and an incinerator. The ELECTRE III method was chosen from its family of methods because of the imprecision and uncertainty of some of the available data. The ELECTRE III uses the concept of pseudo criteria 3 and fuzzy outranking procedure.
[13] used Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation (PROMETHEE) for outsourcing research and applied it to a midsized Italian firm operating in the field of public road and rail transportation, in order to choose the relevant suppliers. [20] combined PROMETHEE II, III and V, based on fuzzy evaluations, to rank and select distribution centers for a firm in four areas of Belgium.
The potential for integrating MCDM with other analytical methods has been examined by several authors [61] . [34] presented a hybrid method that integrates AHP and SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis. [38] used a hybrid approach to estimate a sustainability index using MCDM and integrated this with system dynamics. [24] introduced an evaluation of hazardous waste transportation firms by using a two-step fuzzy-AHP and TOPSIS methodology. [55] evaluated the environmental performance of suppliers with a hybrid fuzzy multi-criteria decision approach: fuzzy ANP and fuzzy PROMETHEE methodology. In their study, the evaluation criteria were determined as pollution control, green process management, environmental and legislative management, environmental costs, green product, and green image.
[6] developed an integrated DEA enhanced Russell measure (ERM) model in fuzzy context to select the best sustainable suppliers. [56] proposed an integrated solution framework that can be used to evaluate both tangible and intangible attributes of potential suppliers. The proposed framework combines three individual methods, namely the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process, fuzzy complex proportional assessment and fuzzy linear programming.
It is obvious from the abovementioned literature review that the authors were only able to focus on limited criteria in their approaches. Even in multiple criteria decision-making approaches, only a few indicators could be taken into consideration. Limited or no work has been carried out in the area of agro-food supply chain design considering multiple criteria from sustainability dimensions. This paucity is mainly because of the complexity involved in modeling various criteria. Optimization models, due to the additional social and environmental dimensions, in addition to operational business concerns, tend to become complex. Consideration of sustainability dimensions in the agro-food supply chain requires the inclusion of a large number of indicators in the supply chain design. In addition, there are a number of indicators which could not be modeled in a one-stage optimization problem. Noting that this gap exists in the literature, an efficient and effective two-stage hybrid multi-objective decision-making model considering various indicators of sustainability is proposed for agro-food supply chain network design. The next section discusses the two-stage hybrid approach.
Proposed two-step hybrid approach
As mentioned above, the indicators for a sustainable agro-food supply chain are substantial and complex. In addition, the format of the data can be either numeric or linguistic, adding to the aforementioned complexity. Thus, it is impossible and unrealistic to integrate all indicators into the objective function(s) of a mathematical formulation. In order to take into consideration as many indicators as possible, a two-stage hybrid approach is proposed to design the sustainable agro-food supply chain.
The first stage of this approach entails performing an initial evaluation of partners of a supply chain with several criteria and sub-criteria. The criteria which may be too complex to integrate into an objective function in the second stage can be considered in the first stage. The potential suppliers, transformer sites, and distributor sites are evaluated with different sets of criteria or sub-criteria in order to determine their efficiency score with respect to their performance in the supply chain. The calculation of the efficiency score is performed by a combination of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method [43] and the Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) aggregation method [64] . This score will be considered and optimized in the second stage as one of the objectives. In addition, an optional filter process is proposed. If the number of partners is too large for optimization in the second stage, the user activates the filter process and as a result the sites with better performance would be selected in the second stage.
The second stage of this approach involves the application of a mathematical model with multiple objective functions. All three dimensions namely financial, environmental and social, of sustainability, are considered in addition to the efficiency score calculated in the first stage. As shown in Figure 1 , both the carbon footprint and water footprint are considered as the environmental dimension. Finally, a Pareto front is generated to aid the user's decision making.
The stepwise structure of our hybrid approach is shown in Figure 2 . The evaluation criteria for this stage encompass the supply chain process, and include a range of performance indicators and activity measures as shown in Table 1 . The AHP method is used to obtain a weight for each of these selected criteria indicating their importance levels. Then, as each of these criteria has an associated importance, one is able to calculate an overall aggregated efficiency score for each potential partner in the supply chain with OWA aggregation method. In this way, the potential partners are evaluated separately according to specified criteria, and the decision maker can decide if a filter process is needed before starting the second stage.
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Product It should be noted that the AHP and OWA methods do not operate at the same level. The AHP is a global tool for creating a hierarchical model for the spatial decision making problem by analyzing the whole process and evaluating each alternative. The OWA operators, alternatively, provide a general framework for making a series of local aggregations used in the AHP.
As in the AHP procedure, one begins this stage by structuring the hierarchy. This step consists of the creation of the decision hierarchy by structuring the decision problem into a hierarchy of decision elements, generally starting from the most general objectives to the most specific one.
The last level of the hierarchy contains the candidates. In the context of this paper, four-level hierarchies of problem, criteria, indicators (as in Table 1 ) and candidates have been considered. Thus, the matrix A takes the following form:
In the judgment matrix A, a single number is assigned to each a ij . This number is a nearest integer approximated to the relative intensity between A i and A j . The numbers 3, 5, 7, and 9 correspond to the verbal judgments "moderately more dominant", "strongly more dominant", "very strongly more dominant", and "extremely more dominant" (with 2, 4, 6, and 8 for (1)
Then, one proceeds with the OWA procedure. First, for each candidate x, ) ( ) is reordered such that 6 is the j th largest element of the { # ( ), … , & ( )} . Furthermore, let 6 denote the importance associated with the attribute that has the j th largest satisfaction.
Now, an OWA operator can be constructed of dimension n with weighting vector defined by equation 4 to 7 as follows. The evaluation is performed separately for each partner of the supply chain. If a filter process is activated, a percentage m of potential suppliers, transformer sites, and distributor sites will be selected based on their efficiency scores to enter the next stage, otherwise, all potential partners will enter the second stage along with their efficiency score. Finally, the efficiency score is calculated here is considered in the mathematical modeling (see equation 10) in the second stage.
Stage Two: Multi-objective optimization
The second stage deals with a multi-objective optimization problem. The developed multiobjective linear supply chain model aims to select effective suppliers from a candidate set of suppliers, as well as to locate a given number of effective transformers and distributors, to satisfy the demand requirements of the client, in order to minimize the overall supply chain cost while considering economic, environment, and social aspects, subject to satisfying supplier (farmer), transformer and distributor's capacity constraints.
Definitions
Let us first give the definition of such kind of problems and the definition of Pareto optimality 
Sustainability indicators
In this stage, three objective functions are considered, the first one represents the economic bottom line, second represents the environmental and the social bottom line and the third represents the efficiency score calculated in the earlier section. The corresponding indicators considered in this stage are listed in Table 2 . Here it is important to note that the water footprint in this model is calculated by multiplying the amount of water used by the Water Stress Index, which is calculated based on a region's annual freshwater availability and its withdrawals.
An important boundary condition for the considered supply chain is that consumer demands should be met. The supply chain is therefore traced backwards, i.e. described from what the consumer wants back through to the raw material supplier.
Mathematical modelling
The following decision variables are considered in the supply chain network design problem:
Transformer site j = {1…J}
Time period t = {1…T}
Transport mode s = {1…S}
Energy type e = {1…E}
To simplify the equations and to shorten our model, following notations are used:
Order of product p by client l in period t; Number of units of component m required to make one unite of product p;
Supply Capacity of supplier i to supply Raw material m' in period t; ( ) 6 Lower bound on the capacity of transformer (distribution) site j; ( ) 6 Upper bound on the capacity of transformer (distribution) site j; ( ) 6 Initial capacity of transformer (distribution) site j at the beginning of the first period; ( ) 6 Initial state of transformer (distribution) site j at the beginning of the first period (open =1, close = 0);
Fixed cost of opening (maintaining, closing) transformer (distribution) site j using energy type e in period t; Emission to transport one unit raw material or product m from supplier (transformer, distributor) i to transformer (distributor, client) j using transportation method s in period t;
Emission to produce one unit product (component) p in transformer site j using energy type e in period t;
Water to produce one unit product (component) p in transformer site j using energy type e in period t; Fixed emission generated by opening (maintaining, closing) transformer (distribution) site j using energy type e in period t; In this model, client' demands are given in advance. The potential supplier, transformer and distributor locations as well as their capacities are also known. For each selected actor, a decision must be made on the total units of raw materials that need to be purchased and transported from the selected supplier, the total units of products that need to be produced by the transformer and transported to the distributor, and the total units of products that need to be distributed from the distributor to the client.
The total cost of the supply chain includes purchasing raw materials costs, production costs, distribution costs, transportation costs, fixed opening and closing costs, site maintaining costs, and site capacity change costs. On the other hand, we also assume that the carbon emissions and water consumption come from three sources as follows:
i.
From suppliers: the production of raw materials and the its transportation to the transformers;
ii. From transformers: maintaining the sites, the production of the products, and the transportation of the products to the distributors ;
iii. From distributors: maintaining the sites and delivering the products to the client.
Finally, the amount to created jobs is associated with the opening and closing of the sites. Table 2 . It is respectively the summation of transportation costs: (1) from distributors to costumers, (2) from transformers and distributors (3) from transformers to transformers and (4) from suppliers to transformers, fixed costs of (opening, maintaining, and closing) transformer sites and distributor sites, fixed costs of increasing (maintaining, decreasing) capacity of transformer sites and distributor sites, supplying costs, production costs and distribution costs respectively. 
Objective function 2 (Obj2) as shown in equation 9 represents minimizing the sum of environmental and social objective functions. The environmental function is the sum of total CO 2 emissions and total water consumed. Total CO 2 emissions is respectively the sum of (1) 
The third objective function is to maximize the total efficiency of the supply chain using calculated efficiency (from Stage I of the proposed two stage approach) for each site respectively transformers, distributors and suppliers. Subject to the following constraints:
1. All orders of the clients should be satisfied.
2. The amount of raw material supplied from a supplier cannot exceed its capacity.
3. Capacity restrictions of transformer sites and distribution sites.
Constraints (13) and (14) indicate relation between available, increasing and decreasing capacity of a transform site
Constraint (15) indicate respecting capacity constraints (Upper Bound and Lower Bound) of a tr ansformer site and constraint (16) indicate that the produced quantities could not exceed the available capacity at a transformer site
Constraints (17) and (18) indicate relation between available, increasing and decreasing capacity of a distributor site
Constraint (19) indicate respecting capacity constraints (Upper Bound and Lower Bound) of a distributor site and constraint (20) indicate that the delivered quantities could not exceed the available capacity at a distributor site
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4. Capacity constraints of transforming raw materials or components to products. 5. Sites' opening and closing constraints where M is a very large constant.
qit • -, qmt • -, qft • -≥ 0 and are integers ( t ∈ T, j ∈ J)
qid ¡ -, qmd ¡ -, qfd ¡ -≥ 0 and are integers ( t ∈ T, k ∈ K)
ast ¤¥•¦ -≥ 0 and is integer ( t ∈ T, i ∈ I, j ∈ J, m ∈ M, s ∈ S)
att ¤• h •¦ -≥ 0 and is integer ( t ∈ T, j ∈ J, j′ ∈ J ⊅ j, m ∈ M, s ∈ S)
atd ª•¡¦ -≥ 0 and is integer ( t ∈ T, j ∈ J, k ∈ K, p ∈ P, s ∈ S)
adc ª¡®¦ -≥ 0 and is integer ( t ∈ T, k ∈ K, l ∈ L, p ∈ P, s ∈ S) (49)
Solution methodology
Clearly, generating all the alternatives and comparing them would be prohibitive in terms of time and resources. The main difficulties associated with the creation of the Pareto set are solving the multi-objective optimization problem in which several criteria must be simultaneously minimized, and a sufficiently large number of solutions should be generated, identified and filtered. In practice, the visualization and analysis of the Pareto set becomes highly difficult in problems with more than three objectives. Therefore, in this paper, the environmental and social aspects are merged into one objective to reduce the complexity and make it practical. Next, a method is proposed to generate a Pareto front. The structure of this method is shown in Figure 6 . The main idea of this approach is to use an LP solver to generate the Pareto set. First, we take into consideration only the first objective function, and use LP solver to obtain an optimum solution, whose value is considered the lower bound LB eco of first objective function.
Then, we use equation (52) as a constraint, while taking into consideration the second objective function only. (52) In this way, the second objective can be optimized without sacrificing the first objective. Thus,
= p±²
we can obtain a solution T eco whose value is considered as the upper bound UB env of the second objective function. Finally, we calculate the value V eff of the third objective function. So that's the solution T eco with the objective values (LB eco , UB env , V eco ) is a bound point of the Pareto front.
In the same manner, we repeat this procedure but switching the order of considering the two objectives. We are able to get the lower bound LB env of the second objective function and the upper bound UB eco of the first objective function, as well as a second bound point solution T env with the objective values (UB eco , LB env , V env ).
In the next step, we calculate the difference D eco between the LB eco and UB eco , and use equation (53) as a constraint where we relax the LB eco by a certain percentage. For each n = 1…9, we optimize the second objective function, thus we are able to obtain a set S env of 9 solutions.
Following the same approach, we calculate the difference D env between the LB env and UB env , and use the equation (54) as a constraint where we relax the LB env a certain percentage. For each n = 1…9, we optimize the first objective function, thus we are able to obtain a set S eco of 9 solutions.
Finally, we merge the two sets S env and S eco , by eliminating the solutions dominated by other solutions. Thus, we obtain a new set of solutions S 1 by putting together the result set and the two endpoints T eco and T env , as shown in Figure 7 . Then, we repeat the whole procedure by considering objective 1 and objective 3, and obtain the second set of solutions S 2 . Then, again, we repeat the whole procedure by considering objective 2 and objective 3, and obtain the third set of solutions S 3. Finally, we merge S 1, S 2 and S 3 to obtain the Pareto front. 
A case study and results
In order to provide a better understanding and to illustrate our approach, we apply our proposed methodology to a case study of an agro-food company. This case study aims to demonstrate the two-stage hybrid optimization approach, and illustrate the detailed calculation for each stage. We applied the proposed approach to design its new supply chain: it has 12 potential suppliers, three production sites, five distribution sites, and six clients. To simplify the case study, we consider only one product, one component, one energy mode, and one transportation mode. The company has to design its supply chain at minimal cost, while also considering the environmental and social impacts.
The first stage entails performing an initial evaluation of potential sites of an agro-food supply chain with a large number of criteria and sub-criteria in order to determine their efficiencies and effectiveness with respect to their performance in the agro-food supply chain. The criteria which may be too complex to integrate into an objective function in the second stage could be considered in the first stage. In doing so, we are able to evaluate each alternative separately in order to rank them and to choose the more competitive sites. The evaluation is performed by using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method mentioned in section 3.1. The sites which record the best performance will be selected for the next stage. In this case study, since the amount of potential production and distribution sites is relatively small, we will only apply the first stage to the potential suppliers. Tables 3 and 4) that can be selected according to the user's preference. Table 3 and Table 4 give the value of each attribute for each supplier. Similarly, this research considered the same approach for transformers and distributors; however, as the numbers of pages are limited, this research only highlights data related to suppliers. The following tables provide a set of data using a numerical scale. Table 4 : Data collected from the potential suppliers (part 2)
The following step is used to calculate weights for the attributes of each sub-criterion. The weights are given according to the pairwise comparisons; a comparison result should be given to each two attributes by selecting a number from 1 to 9 or their reciprocals. The numbers 3, 5, 7, and 9 correspond to the verbal judgments "moderately more dominant", "strongly more dominant", "very strongly more dominant", and "extremely dominant" (with 2, 4, 6, and 8 for compromise between the previous values). The results of this step are shown in Table 5 . Next, the weight of each attribute is calculated using AHP method and is shown in Table 6 .
According to this table, the most important criteria are product price and quality. The training cost and the land used are the least important criteria considered. Table 7 : Aggregated supplier ranking
The aggregated final scores are shown in Table 7 . Potential supplier 6 has the highest score;
therefore, it has the best overall performance. In this case study, we allow first 50% potential suppliers with better performances in comparison to others to enter to the second stage. These suppliers include: S6, S4, S1, S2, S9, and S3.
The second stage of this approach involves the application of mathematical model with 4 objective functions as discussed in section 3.2. The objectives represent respectively the cost, the emission, the water consumption, and the amount of jobs created. The general information for each site in the supply chain is shown as following in Table 8 -11. 
Order 30000 40000 20000 50000 30000 30000 Capacity 50000 50000 50000 60000 40000 50000
The two dimensions selected for the Pareto frontier are: Cost and Emission. The frontier contains 10 solutions and each solution is generated using the CPLEX Optimization Tool. The detail of each solution is shown in Table 12 . The frontier generated is illustrated in Figure 9 . The classical problem of network design optimization in supply chains is known to be NP-hard.
Since the problem studied in this paper is more general, it's also NP-hard. To give an idea on the computational time of the second stage of the proposed approach based on the MILP model, we generated four instances with different number of suppliers, transformers, distributers and retailers in the case of only one product and one objective function (cost). For each instance we generated six random set of data (unit-costs, demand,…). For each instance we performed the six executions of the MILP and we calculated the average of computational time in seconds (see As we can see that the run time increases considerably with increasing size of instances. The run time of the last instance is near to one hour for only one objective function and one product. The computational time increases also with increasing number of objective functions and with taking into account all aspects of sustainability addressed in this paper. Therefore the computational time could become exorbitant. In this case one could use the first stage to limit number of sites to consider in the second stage. Otherwise using heuristics or meta-heuristics could be justified which is one of our perspectives.
Overall, the proposed two-stage hybrid method helps to model a complex sustainable agro-food supply chain design problem and simplify the solution method using a simple multi criteria decision-making and multi objective optimization model. The use of AHP and OWA in first step helps to advance the reliability of the solution and adjust if necessary. In the second step, an integer linear programming based multi-objective optimization model helps to improve the efficiency of the approach. Overall, these two steps integrated together help to provide an efficient solution methodology and provide results to solve a complex problem. The proposed approach is efficient since it helps to take into account the various sustainability criteria in the first stage and judgments of decisions makers to establish the weight of each criterion. The first stage calculates an efficiency score of each partner (suppliers, transformers and distributors). This score helps to keep only the good candidates to be considered in the second stage of calculation.
Since we use an MILP in the second stage, if the computational time of the algorithm is exorbitant then the list of potential list of partners established in the first stage could be reduced to provide an efficient solution.
Conclusion and Discussion
Given the increased concern over sustainability of supply chains, the need to develop decision support tools for the evaluation and optimization of multiple criteria and multi-objective problems in the agro-food supply chain is evident. Despite the growing interest in optimal network design of sustainable supply chains in operational research, effective approaches allowing the implementation of the three pillars (economy, environment, and society) are scarce. This research proposed an integrated two-stage hybrid approach for sustainable agro-food supply-chain network design. This method allowed the connection of sustainability criteria to the supply chain network design decisions in agro-food supply chains. In stage one of the decision-making process, a multicriteria decision-making model based on integrated AHP and OWA operators is used. This stage allows the decision makers to evaluate separately each alternative according to several criteria and sub-criteria associated with three dimensions of sustainability, in order to rank and subsequently make a selection. Consequently, this stage has a practical meaning in aggregating supply chain performance and assessing the supply chain partners. The very nature of the AHP and OWA procedures gives rise to their combination and creates a more powerful decisionmaking tool. In stage two, a multi-objective mathematical model, encompassing all three dimensions of sustainability, is formulated to design the agro-food supply chain network and to identify the optimal decisions. A simple but efficient method based on the linear programming model is used to generate the Pareto front of the mathematical model. To illustrate our approach, we presented and solved a case study of an agro-food company. We also illustrated how this twostep process can be used by a decision maker as a decision support tool to assist them in choosing the supply chain design decision that best suits their preferences in terms of economic, environmental, and social performances.
In our future work, we intend to deepen our research on operational research decision-making tools by integrating sustainability concerns for the agro-food industry, where sustainable development is of paramount importance. For the first stage, we may consider using other advanced multi-criteria decision-making approaches. A comparative analysis of the proposed methodology to other MCDM and MOOM will still be needed. For the second stage we would like to use meta-heuristics to solve the mathematical model, in order to further improve the efficiency of the approach in terms of computational time. We intend also to use a similar concept for multi-criteria decision-making problems in sustainable freight transportation.
